Recap: Workplace

Resources identified with The Future of Work theme spotlighted forces affecting work, the workforce, and the workplace.
In 2020, WorkforceGPS identified resources with a Future of Work theme that spotlighted forces affecting work, the workforce, and the workplace.

Since March 2020, the Coronavirus (COVID-19) public health crisis has challenged how, when, and where we work, while also spotlighting Future of Work conversations. Where and how the activities of business happen have prompted shifts in how we learn to do those activities and redefined the spaces in which we do those activities.
This WFGPS Future of Work Recap highlights resources that focused on the impacts to the workplace: culture of learning in the workplace, reskilling strategies, and remote work.

**Resources**

- What the Future of Remote Work Means for You
- Reimagining Workplace Learning During COVID-19
- Upskilling Employees for the Future of Work
- Reskilling: A Matter of ‘survival’